INTRODUCTION
Earth's mountain glaciers and ice caps have been losing mass in response to climate change (Stocker et al., 2013) , and in 2014 this mass loss accounted for ∼25% of current observed global mean sea level rise (Chen et al., 2017) . About 11% of Iceland is covered by ∼3,500 Gt of ice (Björnsson and Pálsson, 2008; Pfeffer et al., 2014) . Between 1995 and 2013, Iceland experienced −9.5 ± 1.5 Gt/yr of average ice mass change, with negative acceleration (meaning an increasing rate of mass loss) (Björnsson et al., 2013) . In Iceland, ice mass changes and volcanic activity are linked, as unloading caused by ice melt can affect the frequency and character of volcanic eruptions (e.g., Jull and McKenzie, 1996; Gee et al., 1998; Pagli and Sigmundsson, 2008; Schmidt et al., 2013) . Detailed and accurate measurements of glacier mass balance are therefore important to understand not only sea level rise, but also volcanic activity in Iceland and potential international consequences. For example, the 2010 Eyjafjallajòkull eruption stranded over 8.5 million passengers of 108,000 canceled flights, costing airlines 1.7 billion USD (Alexander, 2013) .
The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) consisted of twin satellites which orbited the Earth about 15 times per day from 2002 until 2017. Monthly global gravity field data products were derived from the recorded GPS positions of the satellites and changing distance between them (Tapley et al., 2004) . GRACE data are sensitive to mass changes near Earth's surface, and have been used to investigate time variable changes in the cryosphere (Harig and Simons, 2012) , hydrosphere (Longuevergne et al., 2010) , atmosphere (Syed et al., 2005) , and the solid Earth (Chen et al., 2007) .
Various data centers and groups produce GRACE Level-2 products, and authors have used a diverse set of methodologies with these products to estimate ice mass changes for Iceland. These results are generally in agreement regardless of data center or methodology (Table 1) , with most estimates falling between −11 and −12 Gt/yr. These results are not directly comparable because they span different time-periods, but we list them as well as some non-GRACE-based results.
In this paper we derive ice mass loss trends over Iceland from GRACE data. In order to examine signals in Iceland separately from other mass changes we use a method of spatio-spectral localization on the sphere in which we transform the data onto a basis of spherical Slepian functions (Slepian, 1983; Simons et al., 2006) . This technique has previously been applied to various spatial domains including Greenland Simons, 2012, 2016) , Antarctica , and the High Plains Aquifer in the USA (Longuevergne et al., 2010) .
It is an open question how well Slepian functions perform for small regions, and we address that question with the case-study of Iceland. We perform a series of synthetic tests to examine the method's ability to resolve smaller magnitude signals (i.e., Iceland) in the presence of nearby larger magnitude signals (i.e., Greenland). We show the Slepian technique recovers trends over Iceland without meaningful leakage from Greenland, and produces similar results to comparable techniques where the leakage from Greenland is considerable and must be subtracted. Finally, we discuss the relationship between the recent ice mass changes over Iceland and volcanism.
METHODS
We use GRACE Release 5 Level 2 monthly 60 • gravity field data products from the Center for Space Research (CSR), spanning April 2002 to November 2016 . These data are distributed in the form of Stokes coefficients, which describe the data in a spherical harmonic basis. To analyze the data, we use the method of Harig and Simons (2012) and transform GRACE data from the spherical harmonic basis into a Slepian basis. The code to perform Slepian analysis on the sphere is freely available online . Per the recommendations of the CSR and Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) data centers (Center for Space Research, 2013), we replace the degree 2 order 0 coefficients with measurements from satellite laser ranging (Cheng et al., 2013) . GRACE does not directly provide 1 • coefficients, which are related to the relative positions of the center of mass and center of figure of the Earth's outer surface. We therefore use 1 • coefficients calculated as in Swenson et al. (2008) . Finally, we convert the geopotential data into surface mass density using the method of Wahr et al. (1998) .
The spherical harmonic basis is orthonormal over the unit sphere but is not orthogonal over arbitrary regions of the sphere, which makes it ill-suited for the representation of GRACE data within spatially localized regions, such as Iceland. We therefore project our data onto a basis of spherical Slepian functions, which are orthogonal over arbitrary (and non-convex) regions of the sphere (Bates et al., 2017) . Slepian functions, also known as prolate spheroidal wave functions, optimally concentrate energy (and consequentially sensitivity to the data) both in the spatial domain (e.g., Iceland) and spectral domain (in this case the bandwidth of the data, L) (Slepian, 1983) .
The Shannon Number, N = (L+1) 2 A/(4π), is a measurement of spatiospectral optimization, and gives the number of optimal Slepian functions concentrated within a spectral domain and a spatial region of area A/(4π) on the unit sphere (Kennedy and Sadeghi, 2013) . We project the GRACE data from the spherical harmonic basis onto the N most optimal functions of the Slepian basis concentrated within the region of interest and bandwidth of the data. We use synthetic experiments to determine whether these functions fully capture the trend over the region. If the Slepian functions are insufficiently spatially concentrated, then we are able to enlarge the region (therefore increasing N) by buffering the coastlines of the region by a specific distance, e.g., 1.0 • . Our synthetic experiments inform the choice of a spatial buffer around the region within which the functions are better contained, as illustrated for Iceland and Greenland in Figure 1 . These are described in more detail in section 3.
The GRACE data should be corrected for viscous deformation of the solid Earth due to glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA). Because of Iceland's unique tectonic setting, global models like Paulson et al. (2007) (as adjusted by Geruo et al., 2013) are likely inappropriate (Fleming et al., 2007; Jacoby et al., 2009 ). The Vatnajoköll ice cap is highly sensitive to GIA (Ivins, 2014) , and GIA modeling for Iceland is non-trivial. Iceland-specific models generally agree that a weak upper mantle and Little Ice Age changes must be taken into account to match present day GPS displacement, and diverge significantly from globally calculated models. We choose not to correct our results for a specific GIA model, although we list several recent corrections in Table 2 .
We construct third-degree polynomial functions with annual and semi-annual periodicity to fit the time series of each Slepian coefficient. We do this for the N most optimally concentrated Slepian functions within the bandwidth of our data and buffered region of interest. The sum of integrals of these polynomials over time produce the total timevariable mass loss trend for the region. We loosely follow Wahr et al. (2006) and calculate conservative GRACE error estimates from any variance not represented by a linear fit to the time series of each spherical harmonic coefficient. The time-averaged variance is then used to construct a covariance matrix which is propagated to each Slepian function and their collective sum (Harig and Simons, 2012) . Uncertainties are displayed with a 95% confidence interval. Additionally we solve for autocorrelation during the time series inversion, as suggested by Williams et al. (2014) , which effectively reduces the degrees of freedom and increases the estimate of uncertainty . Error propagation from the original CSR processing is unknown, and could perhaps as much as double the uncertainty in the Release level is omitted if unknown. GRACE data (Horwath and Dietrich, 2006) . For a related conversation and case study, see Schmidt et al. (2007) and Horwath and Dietrich (2009) , respectively. For a given region R of the unit sphere we choose an optimal buffer through a synthetic experiment, as in Harig and Simons (2012) . We use a "boxcap" function to construct a synthetic signal with 200 Gt/yr of mass loss uniformly distributed over R and 0 Gt/yr over ( − R). We add random Gaussian noise to the synthetic data with covariance matching that of the actual GRACE data. This introduces synthetic uncertainty which conservatively captures the actual uncertainty in the data product . From these synthetic data, we then use our Slepian based analysis to recover the trend over R at each combination of buffer from 0.0 to 2.0 • and bandwidth from 0 to 60, and plot the resulting percent-recovered contours. We select the (buffer, bandwidth) tuple of bandwidth closest to 60 which best aligns with the 100% recovery contour of the original signal.
A large buffer for Iceland introduces the problem of signal leakage since Iceland neighbors another area with large mass change signals, Greenland. For non-overlapping regions the total mass change will be conserved, but there is the possibility that signals in Greenland might be observed in Iceland. We address this with a synthetic experiment which measures leakage from Greenland to Iceland and from Iceland to Greenland.
RESULTS
Our first synthetic experiment informs our choice of a 1.0 • buffer around Iceland. In Figure 2 we show the results of our recovery experiment for Iceland with a synthetic boxcap signal. For several combinations of spectral bandwidth and buffer extent the synthetic data trend can be completely recovered (panel A). In panel B we see that the green contour indicating 100% synthetic trend recovery corresponds to several different magnitudes of recovered trends from GRACE data. As buffer extent starts increasing above roughly 2.0 • , the Iceland region begins to intersect with the Greenland region resulting in the larger negative trend values at large buffers. Overall, we choose the experimental case where L = 60, corresponding to a buffer size of 1.0 • , because it maximizes the available bandwidth of the GRACE data and reduces the opportunity for signal leakage with the nearby region of Greenland (see below). When we repeat this synthetic experiment for Greenland, we confirm the 0.5 • buffer choice of Harig and Simons (2012) .
Using a buffer of 0.5 • around Greenland and 1.0 • around Iceland, we measure -232.5 ± 6.3 Gt/yr of mass change over Greenland and -9.3 ± 1.0 Gt/yr of mass change over Iceland between March 2002 and November 2016 without correction for GIA. Correcting for GIA over Greenland using the model of Paulson et al. (2007) , as adjusted by Geruo et al. (2013) , we measure a slope of -238.2 ± 6.3 Gt/yr. These results are discussed further below. Here we use these preliminary trends in a second synthetic experiment to estimate leakage between Iceland and Greenland. We use a "boxcap" function to create synthetic signals over the unbuffered regions as detailed in Table 3 below. Then for each region we compare the trends recovered with and without the other region in the synthetic data. Synthetic noise matching the covariance of the actual GRACE data is added to each region before recovery, in order to apply the uncertainty in the GRACE data to the synthetic data. Note that although the covariance matrix captures the uncertainty in the GRACE data, it does not necessarily capture uncertainty produced by center data processing, and we are unable to estimate or differentiate that uncertainty. The absolute value of the difference in trends recovered over each region A with and without the other region B in the synthetic signal serves as an approximation of the leakage from B into A. Leakage from Greenland appears to cause ±0.40 Gt/yr of uncertainty in the trend over Iceland, and leakage from Iceland appears to cause ±0.24 Gt/yr of uncertainty in the trend over Greenland. These uncertainties are respectively smaller than our ±2σ uncertainties of ±0.99 Gt/yr over Iceland and ±6.29 Gt/yr over Greenland, meaning that uncertainty caused by leakage between Greenland and Iceland does not meaningfully influence the outcome of our measurement over either region. We therefore do not adjust our results for leakage.
In Figure 3 we show using a linear estimate that Iceland has lost -9.3 ± 1.0 Gt/yr from 2002 through 2016. During and after 2010 the data diverge from the prior linear trend. In 2010 there is an abrupt decrease in mass, and from 2010 to 2016 the secular trend in mass is relatively flat. The abrupt change in 2010 occurs near in time to the Eyjafjallajükull volcanic eruption, which is highlighted on the graph in red. This eruption rapidly melted 0.2 Gt of ice through magma heat transfer and deposited an almost equal quantity of tephra (half of the total tephra emitted) within a 5 km radius of the summit caldera Tarasewicz et al., 2012) . Tephra distributed by the eruption across Iceland and Europe decreased exponentially in deposition thickness relative to distance from the summit caldera (Bonadonna et al., 2011) , so that most of the distribution of tephra outside of this 5 km radius within Iceland ranged between 2 and 0.01 cm (Arnalds et al., 2013) . If a tephra deposition is sufficiently thick, its insulating effect can overpower melting caused by decreased albedo, leading to a net decrease in melting (Östrem, 1959; Reid and Brock, 2010; Reznichenko et al., 2010) . While climate change is the primary driver of glacial melting , the possibility that volcanic tephra deposition may have impacted short-term mass-loss trends over the Eyjafjallajükull ice cap merits future research.
We next represent the total integrated mass change over Greenland (Figure 4) and Iceland ( Figure 5 ) in map form.
The map for Greenland has the same qualitative spatial distribution as the equivalent map by Harig and Simons (2012) , but differs in magnitude because the date ranges are different. As expected, mass loss is mostly concentrated in the southeast and northwest coastal areas of Greenland. In Iceland, mass loss is centered over the eastern half of the island, which contains the larger volume of ice stored in glaciers and ice caps (Björnsson and Pálsson, 2008) . The map for Greenland incorporates correction for GIA using the model of Paulson et al. (2007) , adjusted by Geruo et al. (2013) , but the map for Iceland is not corrected. GIA correction does not meaningfully impact the qualitative spatial distribution of either map, although when non-zero it does influence the colorindicated magnitudes.
The map for Iceland is simpler because there are only two Slepian functions optimally concentrated within the buffered region and bandwidth, in contrast to 20 such functions for Greenland. The reason for this is the bandwidth of the data; the spatial resolution of the GRACE data at L = 60 is 330 km, and Iceland is roughly 500 km wide, so most of Iceland is described by a single independent point in the GRACE data. With a Shannon number of N = 2 the combined basis closely resembles an axisymmetric function. In contrast the N = 20 functions of Greenland mean that, in Greenland, the five largest functions by integral mass contribute 85% of the total mass change while the remaining functions primarily contribute changes to the spatial pattern (Harig and Simons, 2012) . 
DISCUSSION

Changes in Mass Balance Rate
A change in slope clearly occurs between 2009 and 2011. To determine whether or not this change is actually coincident with the eruption, we iterated over each month from January 2009 until December 2011, and determined the absolute value of the difference between the best-fit slopes for the 2 years up until the specified month and the 2 years after. The maximum change occurs in December 2010 with a magnitude of slope = 38.3 Gt/yr. Repeating this experiment with a 12-months running mean and 24-months slope on each side, we find the maximum change occurs in September 2011. Björnsson et al. (2013) find that the tephra effect of the eruption doubled the subsequent summer melt, which aligns well with our analysis that the biggest 4-years change in slope happened in the preceding winter. Compton et al. (2017) observe the same effect in cGPS data, with the same explanation. Coincident trend changes do not occur in other regions, such as Greenland (Velicogna et al., 2014; Harig and Simons, 2016) , Antarctica (Velicogna et al., 2014) , Alaska (Harig and Simons, 2016) , or Siberia (Vey et al., 2013) , supporting a hypothesis local to Iceland. However, lacking a climate-model analysis or global field data, we cannot rule out climate variability as the principal cause of the changing slope.
We observe a linear mass loss trend over Iceland of approximately −10.6 Gt/yr prior to the 2010 eruption (Table 4) , which aligns well within the uncertainty of ±2.0 Gt/yr with prior estimates of −11.4 Gt/yr (Wouters et al., 2008; Sørensen et al., 2017) and −11.0 Gt/yr (Björnsson et al., 2013) over similar time periods. The observed positive acceleration prior to the 2010 eruption compares favorably with the 3.1±5.1 Gt/yr 2 estimated over March 2003-February 2010 by Schrama and Wouters (2011) . Using the Mascon Visualization Tool (Mas, 2016) with the GSFC mascons, we find that Iceland has a semi-annual amplitude of < 5 Gt during and after the eruption, which is insufficient to fully explain either a change in slope on the order of ∼8 Gt, or the estimated approximately −25 Gt of ice loss that occurred in 2010 (Björnsson et al., 2013) . Compton et al. (2017) account for seasonal variations in their analysis, and find that the eruption caused a 2-months delay in seasonal melt patterns. The apparent change in slope in 2010 raises the question of how much data are required to accurately measure either slope or acceleration over Iceland with a 1.0 • buffer. We perform a final synthetic experiment to test our ability to recover the slope and acceleration parameters of our fit for Icelandic mass change. In this synthetic experiment we apply −200 Gt/yr uniformly distributed over Iceland buffered by 1.0 • and then recover the first and second-order trends over cumulative 6-month intervals.
In Figure 6A we see that after about 4 years the slope recovered is close to 100% of the slope applied, indicating that a minimum of 4 years of data are needed to accurately estimate the slope of a linear trend. To test acceleration recovery we apply a trend with an initial slope of −200 Gt/yr and acceleration of 1.0 Gt/yr 2 uniformly distributed over Iceland buffered by 1.0 • and then recover the acceleration over cumulative 6-month intervals ( Figure 6B) . We see that the recovered acceleration only begins to converge upon 100% of the applied acceleration after 12 years. Wouters et al. (2013) find that at least 10 years of data for Antarctica or 20 for Greenland are required to resolve the long-term acceleration trend over each within an accuracy of ±10 Gt/yr 2 . Since Iceland is much smaller than Greenland or Antarctica and exhibits orders of magnitude less mass change, its long-term acceleration may require even more time to distinguish within the context of short-term ice cap variations. As with the larger Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, stochastic variability is likely the main reason that short term and long term trends do not necessarily agree.
Comparison With Other Techniques
Alternatives to Slepian optimization for GRACE data include the filters of Siemes et al. (2013) and Kvas and Mayer-Gürr (2016) , and mascons from the Center for Space Research at the University of Texas Austin (CSR), NASA Goddard Space FIGURE 6 | Results of our synthetic experiment for Iceland to test recovery of (A) slope and (B) acceleration parameters. For varying amounts of months of consistent synthetic data over Iceland we use our Slepian method to measure the slope and acceleration of the mass loss trend. The x-axis denotes the number of cumulative months of synthetic data processed, and the y-axis denotes the 100 * R A , where R is the recovered slope or acceleration and A is the applied synthetic slope or acceleration.
Flight Center (GSFC), NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and German Research Center for Geosciences (GFZ). Siemes et al. (2013) estimate a mass loss of 17 Gt/yr over Iceland from 2003 to 2008, larger than our estimate of 11 Gt/yr over the same period. Their uncertainty discounting GIA correction is ±2 Gt/yr; ours is ±3.1 Gt/yr. They use a 50 km band around each spatial domain, which is smaller than the 1.0 • buffer we use for Iceland, and comparable to the 0.5 • buffer we use for Greenland. The Kalman filter of Kurtenbach et al. (2012) is optimized for temporal resolution, achieving a maximum spatial resolution of n = 40 (Chen et al., 2017) ; we achieve n = 60. It is also model-based, unlike the Slepian technique (we make no direct comparison because (Kurtenbach et al., 2012) do not evaluate Iceland).
We perform a direct comparison to the GSFC mascon solutions (Luthcke et al., 2013) , calculating the total mass trend in their recommended method. Evaluating the Goddard mascons, we measured a mass-loss trend of −9.93 Gt/yr over 01/2003 -5/2016 1 , which compares favorably with our estimate of −9.3 ± 1 Gt/yr over our full timespan. This trend estimate can be visualized using the Colorado Center for Astrodynamics Research mascon visualization tool (Mas, 2016) . CSR mascons are not recommended for basins of area below 200,000 km 2 (Save et al., 2016) , but the area of Iceland is 103,001 km 2 . GSFC mascons require about 600 km of buffer (Luthcke et al., 2013) , exceeding our buffers for Iceland and Greenland. Iceland intersects five JPL mascons, one of which touches Greenland (Wiese et al., 2016) . Recovering Iceland's mass loss from JPL mascons would therefore require a large buffer and detailed consideration of leakage from Greenland. GFZ mascons are similar to CSR ones. In general, mascons may intersect small spatial domains in arbitrarily inconvenient ways, forcing the use 1 Calculated over 17 mascons, in region 80, basin 4052. of large spatial buffers, whereas Slepian optimization uses basis elements specifically concentrated within the area of interest.
CONCLUSIONS
We find that mass loss trends over Iceland can be accurately measured in GRACE data using Slepian functions without explicitly accounting for leakage from nearby Greenland. We measure an average mass loss trend over Iceland of -9.3 ± 1.0 Gt/yr between April 2002 and November 2016, which agrees well with the previous work of Björnsson et al. (2013) who found an average trend of −9.5 ± 1.5 Gt/yr since 1995. Prior to March 2010, we observe a linear trend of −10.2 ± 2.0 Gt/yr, which aligns closely with existing estimates over that time period.
The feedback loops of ice unloading, seasonal weather patterns, and volcanic activity in Iceland are poorly understood, complicating prediction of long-term mass loss after the eruption (Compton et al., 2017) . We do not consider the possible role of hydropower water reservoirs in delaying runoff, which may be substantial (Sørensen et al., 2017) . We consider <6 years of data after the 2010 eruption, and <10 years of data before it. Wouters et al. (2013) as well as our synthetic slope and acceleration recovery experiments suggest that both date ranges are insufficient to accurately measure acceleration in the GRACE data.
If Iceland returns to a mass loss trend between −9.7 and −10.6 Gt/yr, it could completely deglaciate within 3 centuries (Pfeffer et al., 2014) . However, feedback loops of climate change, post-glacial rebound, ice mass unloading, and volcanic activity will likely increase the variability of annual mass loss trends in Iceland (Björnsson et al., 2013; Compton et al., 2015 Compton et al., , 2017 . More GRACE data are required to determine long-term trends . The GRACE Follow-On (GRACE-FO) mission launched on May 22, 2018. By incorporating GRACE-FO data with vertical GPS measurements, satellite imaging of tephra deposition, and in situ measurements, future research may better illuminate the post-eruption mass-loss trend over Iceland.
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